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The Kelowna and District Genealogical Society is a non-profit society dedicated to helping people 
research and document their past. We are located in the Okanagan Valley in the south central 
interior of British Columbia.  
 
In the mid-1980s the KDGS undertook the first transcription of burial sites. Booklets recording this 
information were published in the early 1990s. 
 
In 2008, the Cemetery Recording Committee of KDGS took on the task of updating all known 
burials in the area from Peachland to Oyama. This committee and KDGS members visited the 
local burial sites to transcribe and photograph gravemarkers. This project now includes church 
memorial plaques and isolated burials. We hope to include three small cemeteries in the 
Westbank area in the next publication. There are two large cemeteries in this area that we have 
not included in this publication: Kelowna Memorial Park Cemetery and Lakeview Memorial 
Gardens Cemetery. We continue to search for and document isolated burials in the Central 
Okanagan. 
 
This project includes burials recorded in: 
1. Gellatly Cemetery and Gellatly Heritage Park 
2. Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery 
3. Old Winfield Cemetery 
4. Oyama Community Cemetery 
5. Peachland Cemetery 
6. St. Andrew’s Anglican Churchyard 
7. St. Theresa Cemetery 
8. Westbank Cemetery 
9. Winfield Cemetery 
10. Small Cemeteries and Isolated or Individual Burials 
 
Photographs of each gravemarker have been published online at The Canadian Gravemarker 
Gallery <http://www.gravemarkers.ca/> and are available from KDGS. The photography and 
labeling of photographs by surname has been a major portion of this project. These photographs 
have facilitated the proofreading process and the compilation of the written material. They are 
also a record of which markers exist today. Some of these markers are deteriorating and may not 
be legible in the future. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee: 
Campbell, Susan D. (Chair) 
Crane, Marlene I. 
Hayes, Robert M.  
Neil, Gweneth 
Robertson, Carolin S. 
 
This Cemetery Recording project could not have been completed without the help and support of 










 Proofreaders: Susan Baumann; Cemetery Recording Committee members  
 
Transcribers and/or photograph processors: 
Ablett, Marie                            




Casey, Colleen                          
Cook, Eileen 
Crane, Marlene  
Franke, Shirley                        
Furbank, Donna                        
Garrie, Don 




Harrison, Anne  
Hayes, Bob                                
Hladik, Lorraine  
Jopko, Jeanne 
Manning, Shirley 
Maurice, Betty                          
McCabe, Betty                        
McLarty, Lorainne 
Mills, Lu                                   
Neil, Gwen    
Painter, Lisa                               
Richardson, Jennifer 
Robertson, Carolin   
Robinson, Eileen                        
Schilling, Diana                         
Scott, Jean       
Stewart, Helen 
Tellman, Lorraine    




Maps of the cemeteries were produced in spring 2012 in partnership with the GEOG 272 students 
of Okanagan College under the direction of Arthur Green:  
Anderson, Lindi P. 
Bowman, Jessica A. 
Cleven, Jennifer L.  
Derbyshire, Bradley A. 
Eek, Travis C. 
Elton, Chea A. 
Frye, Heather F. 
Hiltz, Kira 
Huebert, Helmut 
Jorimann, Kara L. 
Kassian, David J.  
Longstaff, Shelby 
Manning, Michelle L.  
McMillan, Patrick J. 
McMorran, Brayden M. 
Nobbs, Christopher E. 
O’Connell, Katlin C. 
Page, Anne 
Pullar, Anna-Elizabeth C. 
Rooney, Kyle D. 
Ross, Chaylee L.  
Tietz, Hillary K. 
VanHoof, Kirby D. 
Waterfield, Elizabeth A. 
 
We appreciate the extra attention given to these maps by Arthur Green. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee has undertaken to make this project as accurate and 
complete as possible. There will be mistakes and omissions. Please note that not everyone 
mentioned in this publication is necessarily buried or even deceased. As genealogists, we 
recognize that associated names help to identify the person we are researching. Therefore, we 
have included names mentioned on burial markers and often these are of surviving family 
members.  
 
This is the most complete compilation of its kind to date. We want this work to be helpful to 
researchers and therefore will be gifting copies to major libraries and depositories as well as to 
representatives of the cemeteries included in this publication.  
 




Assistance and advice of Peter and Mary Weeks of Kettle Valley Graphics is much appreciated.  
 
Printed by Kettle Valley Graphics  
 #9 -1470 Harvey Avenue, Kelowna, BC V1Y 9K8  





The Cemetery Recording Committee of the Kelowna and District Genealogical Society thanks the 
late Allan and Elsie Claridge (Tyrrell), Don Claridge, and Neil Stead for their valuable information 
about Oyama Community Cemetery.  
 
Photographers of Oyama Community Cemetery were Bettina Garry, Carolin Robertson, and 
Colleen Casey. 
 





Photographs of Oyama Community Cemetery gravemarkers 
 
Oyama Community Cemetery burial records and survey map  
 
Okanagan Historical Society. Annual Report: Various Publishers: 1926 to 2011. 
 
Powley, Mrs. W.R. Early Days of Winfield, B.C., 1958. Winfield: Winfield Women’s Institute, 1958. 
 





1881, 1891, 1901, 1911 Canada Census, British Columbia, Yale County, Okanagan Division: 
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History of Oyama Community Cemetery 
 
By Robert M. Hayes – 2012 
 
About 1943, the Rev. Arthur Vandeleur Despard and wife Edith Annie donated one acre of land 
for a cemetery to the community of Oyama, BC. This land was in the northeast corner of the 
Despard property, from Oyama Road down to Wood Lake. The Rev. and Mrs. Despard lived at 
Oyama for a number of years. He served the Oyama Church and also tended to the needs of 
Anglicans living at Ellison, Winfield, and Okanagan Centre.  According to an article, page 63, 
entitled “Parish of Woodsdale” (“Okanagan Historical Society Report #53”), Despard was a retired 
minister who came to the Central Okanagan about 1912.  It is also recorded that he did not 
receive a salary for his services. 
  
The cemetery property was given to the Oyama Community Club for care and maintenance, while 
the deed to the land was held by the Anglican Diocese of Kootenay.  Eventually, this deed was 
transferred to the Oyama Community Club. The cemetery was run by a separate committee 
appointed by the Community Club.  Members of one of the earliest committees were Solvi 
Thorlakson, Orris Hembling, Charlie Gallacher, and Allan Claridge. 
 
Some of the earliest burials in Oyama Community Cemetery are listed below: 
 
• Edith Annie Despard: died Oyama April 7, 1944 age 79 years 
• Arthur Gilbert Prickard: died Oyama May 17, 1946 age 70 years 
• Rev. Arthur Vandeleur Despard: died Oyama August 23, 1947 age 85 years 
• Ray C. Endersby: died Vernon May 23, 1950 age 54 years  
Records of all burials in Oyama Community Cemetery are held by the Cemetery Committee. 
Access to these records can be arranged by telephoning the number which is affixed to a post in 
the cemetery. 
   
In early days, the Despard property was not irrigated and so the soil in the cemetery was dry and 
hard. Eventually, the Cemetery Committee negotiated with the Wood Lake Water Company which 
agreed to donate one acre of water rights to the cemetery.  Neighbours Ira and Eva Thomson – 
who lived near the cemetery – assisted in running a short line up the hill to the cemetery.  This 
meant that it could be seeded in grass.  Ira and Eva Thomson volunteered and helped maintain 
Oyama Community Cemetery for many years.   
  
All work in the cemetery has been done by volunteers.  When a grave needs to be dug, members 
of the Cemetery Committee pitch in to help. For a number of years, local Boy Scouts also 
assisted by mowing the grass in this cemetery. Funds raised through the sale of burial plots – 
which have never cost a great deal of money – are donated back to the community for 
improvements to the cemetery. 
  
Each March, an Annual General Meeting is held and committee reports about Oyama Community 
Cemetery are presented. 
  
In a 1999 newspaper interview, longtime Oyama resident Allan Claridge spoke of Oyama 
Community Cemetery:  
 
Our cemetery was second to none when it was kept up. I think the overriding 
concern was that we did not want any funeral homes to think that this was a poor 
country cemetery….and the funeral homes learned very quickly that this did not 
prevail in Oyama. 
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Burials in Oyama Community Cemetery are not limited to people from that community.  Residents 
of places such as Vernon often choose to be buried at Oyama because of its beautiful location 
overlooking Wood Lake. 
  
The Oyama Community Club continues to oversee the cemetery through its Cemetery 
Committee.  The cemetery was expanded in the late 1990s and this new area was seeded to 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
Memorial 
Cairn
ALLINGHAM Dorothy E. Dorothy E. ALLINGHAM / 1920-2005
Memorial 
Cairn
ALLINGHAM Evelyn Evelyn ALLINGHAM / 1913-1997
Memorial 
Cairn
ALLINGHAM Frank W. Frank W. ALLINGHAM / 1924-2002
Memorial 
Cairn
ALLINGHAM Neville D. Neville D. ALLINGHAM / 1915-1987
Memorial 
Cairn
ALLINGHAM Ronald John Ronald John ALLINGHAM / 1912-1999
Memorial 
Cairn
ALLINGHAM Walter Gordon Walter Gordon / ALLINGHAM / 1914-2005
Memorial 
Cairn
BARTLETT Lionel S. Lionel S. BARTLETT / 1917-1989
Memorial 
Cairn
CHURCHILL M. Arnold M. Arnold CHURCHILL / 1920-2003
Memorial 
Cairn
DALE Francis Francis DALE / 1908-1995
Memorial 
Cairn
DEWER Duncan H. A. Duncan H. A. DEWER / 1920-1943
Memorial 
Cairn
ELLIOT Douglas F. Douglas F. ELLIOT / 1927-1998
Memorial 
Cairn
ELLIOT George W. George W. ELLIOT / 1958-1973
Memorial 
Cairn
McCAFFRY Barbara M. Barbara M. / McCAFFRY / 1939-2006
Memorial 
Cairn
SHEPPARD Robert M. Robert M. SHEPPARD / 1914-2001
Memorial 
Cairn
SHUMAY Cynthia Cynthia STAICUE / (SHUMAY) / 1953-2006
Memorial 
Cairn
SPROULE Barbara Lynne Barbara Lynne / SPROULE / 1958-2006
Memorial 
Cairn
STAICUE Cynthia Cynthia STAICUE / (SHUMAY) / 1953-2006
Memorial 
Cairn




STROTHEID Ethel Selma Pearl 
(Penny)




THORLAKSON Mary J. Mary J. THORLAKSON / 1903-1997
Memorial 
Cairn
THORLAKSON Solvi Solvi THORLAKSON / 1901-1993
Memorial 
Cairn
TYRRELL James James TYRRELL / 1901-1981
Memorial 
Cairn
TYRRELL Minnie Minnie TYRRELL / 1905-1999
Memorial 
Cairn
WONG Gerald Y.T. Gerald Y.T. WONG / 1937-2008
A 1 MAZURAK Nicholas Nicholas MAZURAK / Signalman / R.C.C.S. / 17 
October 1991 Age 71 [Oyama Community 
Cemetery records: Nicholas Mazurak born 1920]
A 1 MAZURAK Nick In Loving Memory of / MAZURAK / Nick / 1920-
1991 / Joan / 1922-1993
A 2 MAZURAK Joan In Loving Memory of / MAZURAK / Nick / 1920-
1991 / Joan / 1922-1993
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
A 3 THORPE Grace M. Lovingly Remembered / Grace M. THORPE / 
1913-2006
A 4 THORPE Leonard J. Lovingly Remembered / Leonard J. THORPE / 
1909-1984
A 5 RUSSO Geniale Jacob RUSSO / Geniale Jacob / 1970-1989 / Love 
knows no end…
A 5 RUSSO Geno J. Geno J. / RUSSO / 1970-1989 / Always in our 
hearts / Grandpa & Grandma LANG
A 5 RUSSO John In Loving Memory / John RUSSO / 1946-1989 
[On separate plaque: Love and Thoughts / from 
Far Away / Lina, Gaëtan, / Marc & Eddy]
A 6 BROSKI Elenore BROSKI / In Loving Memory Of / Father / Michael 
P. / 1920-1992 / Mother / Elenore / 1924-1992
A 6 BROSKI Michael P. BROSKI / In Loving Memory Of / Father / Michael 
P. / 1920-1992 / Mother / Elenore / 1924-1992




In Loving Memory / Johanna Magdelena / 
CUMMINS HEMBLING / 1887-1981
A 7 HEMBLING Johanna 
Magdelena
In Loving Memory / Johanna Magdelena / 
CUMMINS HEMBLING / 1887-1981
A 8 CUMMINS John H. P. John H. P. / CUMMINS / 1928-1986 / Rest In 
Peace
A 9 TAYLOR Richard Harold TAYLOR / In Loving Memory / 1912 Richard 
Harold 1975
A 13 McDONAGH Eileen In Loving Memory Of / Eileen McDONAGH / 1904-
1986 / May Her Soul Rest In Peace 
A 14 MacINNES Verna Marcia 
(Sandy)
Verna Marcia / "Sandy" / MacINNES / 1930-2005
A 14 MacINNES Scott Donald Scott Smith / "Scott MacINNES" / 1965-
1980
A 14 SMITH Donald Scott Donald Scott Smith / "Scott MacINNES" / 1965-
1980
A 15 SMITH Colleen Elizabeth Colleen Elizabeth SMITH / 1955-1975
A 17 CAMERON Jean Alda CAMERON / In Loving Memory of / Jean Alda 
R.N. / 1922-2003 / We do not die who live / on in 
the hearts we love
A 18 KUPKER Karl KUPKER / In Loving Memory of / Karl / 1906-
1991
A 19 HARRIS Donald D. HARRIS / Donald D. / 1900-1975 / M. Maud / 
1905-2000
A 19 HARRIS M. Maud HARRIS / Donald D. / 1900-1975 / M. Maud / 
1905-2000
A 19 MOEN Julian B. MOEN / Marion B. / 1927-1995 / Julian B. / 1924-
1995
A 19 MOEN Marion B. MOEN / Marion B. / 1927-1995 / Julian B. / 1924-
1995
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
A 24 CUSHING Alan Nelson In Loving Memory / Alan Nelson / CUSHING [BC 
Vital Stats: Alan Nelson Cushing died at Vernon 
16 Feb 1990 at age 79 years] [Oyama 
Community Cemetery records: Alan Cushing born 
1910]
A 25 BARBER Clifford Dad / Clifford BARBER / 1918-1989 / With All Our 
Love
A 25 BARBER Douglas Robert Son / Douglas Robert BARBER / 1944-2005 / You 
are Loved.  "TNS"
A 25 BARBER Lillian Mom / Lillian BARBER / 1916-1983 / With All Our 
Love
A 26 NEUFIELD Sara Christine Sara Christine NEUFIELD / Aug. 6th, 1981 - Aug. 
13th, 1981
A 28 LEY David Egerton In Loving Memory / David Egerton LEY / 1921-
1980 / K 92167 BDR. LEY / Served W.W.II 1939-
1945
A 28 LEY Gertrude Mary Gertrude Mary / LEY / 1925-1997 / Forever In Our 
Hearts
A 29 DOUBININ Marilynn Marilynn DOUBININ / (Holland ) / 1941-1983
A 29 GREGSON Robert Robert GREGSON / 1916-1981
A 29 HAUGEN Candace Leigh Candace Leigh / HAUGEN / 1968-1991
A 29 HOLLAND Marilynn Marilynn DOUBININ / (Holland ) / 1941-1983
A 29 LOVGREN Elizabeth Ann Elizabeth Ann / LOVGREN / 1893-1985
A 29 MURRELL-
WRIGHT
Gwendolyn Gwendolyn / MURRELL-WRIGHT / 1908-1984
A 29 WRENSHALL Charles Martin Charles Martin / WRENSHALL / 1911-1974
A 29 WRENSHALL Helen Doreen Helen Doreen / WRENSHALL / 1912-1975
A 29 WRIGHT Gwendolyn Gwendolyn / MURRELL-WRIGHT / 1908-1984
A 30 POTHECARY Charles J. POTHECARY / Charles J. / 1921-2010  / Ethelyn 
E. / 1926-2003
A 30 POTHECARY Ethelyn E. POTHECARY / Charles J. / 1921-2010  / Ethelyn 
E. / 1926-2003
A 31 POTHECARY Bertram Bertram POTHECARY / 1892-1970 / In Loving 
Memory / [Royal Canadian Legion Insignia]
A 31 POTHECARY Mary Jane In Loving Memory / Mary Jane / POTHECARY / 
1891-1986
A 32 POTHECARY Harry Harry POTHECARY / 1888-1968 / In Loving 
Memory / [Royal Canadian Legion Insignia]
A 34 GALLACHER Charlie GALLACHER / 1921 Charlie 2004 / Forever in 
Our Hearts
AA 1 HAMMERNESS Lorraine Elva Lorraine Elva / MONROE / (nee Hammerness) / 
1927-2010 / Wit and Wisdom 
AA 1 MONROE L. Gordon L. Gordon MONROE / 1923-2003 / Humor - 
Loyalty - Service / ~Bamboo~
AA 1 MONROE Lorraine Elva Lorraine Elva / MONROE / (nee Hammerness) / 
1927-2010 / Wit and Wisdom 
AA 2 NAIRNE Gordon Debs NAIRNE / Millicent Barbara / 1920-1997 / Gordon 
Debs / 1919-2001 / They were loved
AA 2 NAIRNE Millicent Barbara NAIRNE / Millicent Barbara / 1920-1997 / Gordon 
Debs / 1919-2001 / They were loved
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AA 4 SKINNER Malcolm I. Malcolm I. SKINNER / Always in our Hearts / 
1949-2006
AA 7 WHITE Robert Frederick WHITE / Robert Frederick / June 1941 - April 
2007 / "A Noble Spirit"
AA 7 WHITE Sharon Marlene WHITE / Sharon Marlene / June 1945 - August 
2009 / "Always Loving, Always Loved"
AA 9 BROSNIKOFF Joyce Elaine BROSNIKOFF / Joyce Elaine / 1937-2002 / 
Forever In Our Hearts
AA 11 CULLEY Dawson Nicholas In Loving Memory / Dawson Nicholas / CULLEY / 
1954-2002
AA 11 CULLEY Patricia CULLEY / Patricia / 1929 - 2011
AA 14 KLAWIETER Helmut Helmut KLAWIETER / 1913-2003
AA 15 HENDERSON John Douglas In Loving Memory of / John Douglas 
HENDERSON / Jan 12, 1921 - Oct 23, 2006 / 
Forever In Our Hearts
AA 16 THIBODEAU George Joseph THIBODEAU / George Joseph / April 3, 1941 - 
Jan. 29, 2004 / Love Lives On
AA 17 McNEIL Donald Colin Loving Memories Last Forever / McNEIL / 1934 
Donald Colin 2004
AA 18 VAN BUUREN William (Bill) In Loving Memory / VAN BUUREN / William (Bill) 
/ 1935-2005 / At the end of toil your reward / is 
rest & peace with God
AA 19 BRUNETTE Renee Monique Renee Monique / BRUNETTE / The song of your 
laughter / reborn in our hearts everyday / May 30, 
1970 - March 10, 2005
AA 19 HEWITT Kenneth William Kenneth William HEWITT / Husband, Dad, 
Brother & Friend / 1951-2002 / [Anyone can 
become a Father. It takes someone special to be 
a Dad.]
AA 23 PARKER Emily PARKER / 1916 Gordon 1999 / 1917 Emily 2006 / 
Forever Loved
AA 23 PARKER Gordon PARKER / 1916 Gordon 1999 / 1917 Emily 2006 / 
Forever Loved
AA 24 WHITE Thomas George WHITE / 1927 Thomas George 2005 / In Loving 
Memory
AA 25 AMYOTTE Carol AMYOTTE / In Loving Memory / 1942 Carol 1999
AA 27 KINICKI David Michael KINICKI / David Michael / October 1954 - May 
2003 / Brothers Are Forever Friends
AA 28 KINICKI Hilda Marie Forever Loved / Hilda Marie KINICKI / (Nee 
BUSCH) / Aug. 1927 - Sept. 2000 / Friend, 
Mother, Grandmother
AA 29 BUSCH Edward G. In Loving / Memory / Edward G. BUSCH / 1928-
1998
AA 29 BUSCH Hilda Marie Forever Loved / Hilda Marie KINICKI / (Nee 
BUSCH) / Aug. 1927 - Sept. 2000 / Friend, 
Mother, Grandmother
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
AA 31 JÄCKEL Heinrich In Loving Memory Of / Mutter, Omi & Great 
Grandma / JÄCKEL / Margarete / 1912-1999 / 
(Heinrich Jackel 0301 946)
AA 31 JÄCKEL Fritz Forever In Our Hearts / JÄCKEL / Fritz / 1932-
2004 
AA 31 JÄCKEL Margarete  In Loving Memory Of / Mutter, Omi & Great 
Grandma / JÄCKEL / Margarete / 1912-1999 / 
(Heinrich Jackel 0301 946)
B 1 PETERS Robert Francis 
(Rob)
Robert Francis PETERS / 1907 "Rob" 1964
B 2 EISLER Robert EISLER / Robert / 1910-2004
B 3 STEPHEN John Forest Transcribed by KDGS c1986 as: John Forest 
STEPHEN / 1894-1968 / In Loving Memory. No 
marker exists in 2012. [BC Vital Stats: John 
Forest Stephen died Vernon 08 April 1968 age 73 
years]
B 5 MAY Mabel (Shirley) In Loving Memory of / Mabel (Shirley) MAY / 1905-
1968 / Lived, Suffered, Won Nobly
B 6 MAY Dudley Stanton MAY / Dudley Stanton / 1898-1988 / Rest In 
Peace
B 8 SPROULE Garnet SPROULE / Garnet / 1925-2008
B 8 SPROULE Walton E. Walton E. SPROULE / Private / 13 Battn C.E.F. / 
18 Dec.1972. Age 75 [Oyama Community 
Cemetery record: Walton Sproule born 1897]
B 9 SPROULE Mabel Edith In Loving Memory of / Mabel Edith / SPROULE / 
1909-1996
B 13 ALLAN Frances ALLAN / In Loving Memory of / William (Scottie) / 
1905-1988 / Frances / 1910-2002
B 13 ALLAN William (Scottie) ALLAN / In Loving Memory of / William (Scottie) / 
1905-1988 / Frances / 1910-2002
B 14 McDONAGH Myles In Memory Of A Loving Husband / Myles / 
McDONAGH / 1904-1975 / R.I.P.
B 15 SONNTAG Robert Walter Robert Walter / SONNTAG / 1961-1974
B 15 WORMELL Robert Louis Robert Louis WORMELL / 1901-1998
B 16 GRENNIER 
RANSOM
Marjorie Ellen GRENNIER RANSOM / Marjorie Ellen / Feb. 15, 
1922 - July 20, 2009 / Forever In Our Hearts
B 16 RANSOM Marjorie Ellen GRENNIER RANSOM / Marjorie Ellen / Feb. 15, 
1922 - July 20, 2009 / Forever In Our Hearts
B 17 RAISTRICK Dolena M. RAISTRICK / Dolena M. / 1914-1984
B 18 RALPH Edna Annie Edna Annie / RALPH / 1893-1977
B 19 YOUNG Richard Lloyd 
(Dick)
YOUNG / With All Our Love / Richard Lloyd 
(Dick) / 1909-1995 / Oyama
B 21 HARMEL Julius In Loving Memory of My /  Husband and Our Dad 
/ Julius HARMEL / Aug. 1928 - Nov. 1984
B 23 JONES Allan David Allan David JONES / Sept. 28, 1974 - Apr. 29, 
1996 / Always Loved / and Missed / Grasp a 
Comet, Kick at Stars
B 24 ELLIOTT James H. James H. ELLIOTT / Lance Corporal / Cdn 
Scottish Regt. / 24 May 1989 Age 73 [Oyama 
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B 25 BELLERBY Fred BELLERBY / Irene / 1912-1990 / Fred / 1913-
1992
B 25 BELLERBY Irene BELLERBY / Irene / 1912-1990 / Fred / 1913-
1992
B 26 SMITH Alexander Beaton Alexander Beaton SMITH / In Loving Memory / 
1900-1982
B 26 SMITH Myrtle Beaton Myrtle Beaton SMITH / In Loving Memory / 1898-
1964 
B 27 BUTTERWORTH Marjorie BUTTERWORTH / Harold / 1917-1998 / Marjorie 
/ 1914-2003 / Forever In Our Hearts
B 28 BUTTERWORTH Harold BUTTERWORTH / Harold / 1917-1998 / Marjorie 
/ 1914-2003 / Forever In Our Hearts
B 29 HOOPER Ronald Edward HOOPER / Ronald Edward / 1920-2007 / 
Together Forever
C 0 SARGENT Francis V. (Sgt) Sgt. Francis V. SARGENT / 1913-1968 / In 
Loving Memory [Canadian Army Insignia]
C 1 PETERS Robert John (Jack) Robert John PETERS / 1878 "Jack" 1962
C 2 PETERS Bertha Winnifred 
(Winnie)
Bertha Winnifred PETERS / 1885 "Winnie" 1983
C 3 HEDDLE Alice Dunbar Traill / HEDDLE / 1897-1964 / 1895 Alice 
Heddle 1977
C 3 HEDDLE Dunbar Traill Dunbar Traill / HEDDLE / 1897-1964 / 1895 Alice 
Heddle 1977 [BC Vital Stats: Dunbar Traill Heddle 
died Vernon 10 January 1964 age 66 years]
C 4 DUNGATE George DUNGATE / Sarah Catherine / 1909-1994 / 
George / 1907-1983
C 4 DUNGATE Sarah Catherine DUNGATE / Sarah Catherine / 1909-1994 / 
George / 1907-1983
C 5 GRAY Ethel May Ethel May / GRAY / 1895-1989
C 6 GRAY Arthur W. Lt. Arthur W. GRAY / 1890-1966 / 9th Battn., 
C.R.A. / "Lest We Forget"
C 7 DUGGAN Donald E. In Memory Of / Donald E. DUGGAN / 1909-1973
C 7 DUGGAN Marjorie N. Marjorie N. DUGGAN / "Kelly" / Beloved Mother / 
1911-1983
C 7 KELLY Marjorie N. Marjorie N. DUGGAN / "Kelly" / Beloved Mother / 
1911-1983
C 7 HOLLAND Rachel M. Rachel M. HOLLAND / (Kelly) / Beloved Mother / 
1913-1970
C 7 KELLY Rachel M. Rachel M. HOLLAND / (Kelly) / Beloved Mother / 
1913-1970
C 8 GRIFFITH Blaine Gillespie Blaine Gillespie GRIFFITH / Sergeant / Canadian 
Forestry Corps / 18th May 1963 Aged 82 [Oyama 
Community Cemetery records: Blaine Gillespie 
Griffith born 1881]
C 8 GRIFFITH Gordon Osborne Gordon Osborne / GRIFFITH / 1912-1990
C 8 WHIPPLE Beatrice M. Beatrice M. WHIPPLE / 1902-1982
C 9 GRIFFITH Edna May Edna May GRIFFITH / 1891-1971 / Aged 79
C 9 WHIPPLE Walter Leslie Walter Leslie WHIPPLE / 1900-1979
C 10 McKITTRICK W.F. Fred McKITTRICK / W.F. Fred / 1918-2011
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C 10 THOMPSON Shelley Ann Shelley Ann / THOMPSON / 1951-1974
C 10 WHIPPLE Floyd Henry Floyd Henry WHIPPLE / 1896-1979
C 10 WHIPPLE Kathleen Emily Kathleen Emily / WHIPPLE / 1901-1995
C 12 CHURCHILL G. Evelyn [Grace 
Evelyn]
CHURCHILL / Murray M. / 1884-1966 / G. Evelyn 
/ 1883-1980 [Marker has been replaced. 
Transcribed c1986 by KDGS as: CHURCHILL / 
Captn. M. M. / 1885-1966 / Seaforth Highlanders/ 
"Lest We Forget"] [BC Vital Stats: Grace Evelyn 
Churchill died Kelowna 29 September 1980 age 
97 years]
C 13 CHURCHILL Murray M. CHURCHILL / Murray M. / 1884-1966 / G. Evelyn 
/ 1883-1980 [Marker has been replaced. 
Transcribed c1986 by KDGS as: CHURCHILL / 
Captn. M. M. / 1885-1966 / Seaforth Highlanders/ 
"Lest We Forget"]
C 14 BINGHAM Vera Regina BINGHAM / In Loving Memory of / 1880 Russell 
Sinclair 1963 / 1887 Vera Regina 1985
C 15 BINGHAM Russell Sinclair BINGHAM / In Loving Memory of / 1880 Russell 
Sinclair 1963 / 1887 Vera Regina 1985
C 16 DUNGATE Ivy Ronald / 1919-1995 & Ivy / 1923-1995
C 16 DUNGATE Ronald Ronald / 1919-1995 & Ivy / 1923-1995
C 16 DUNGATE William DUNGATE / Florence / 1895-1970 / William / 
1888-1968 / Ever Loved, Ever Remembered
C 17 DUNGATE Florence DUNGATE / Florence / 1895-1970 / William / 
1888-1968 / Ever Loved, Ever Remembered
C 19 TOWGOOD Arthur Sebright TOWGOOD / Mary Ethel / 1873-1969 / Arthur 
Sebright / 1869-1964
C 20 TOWGOOD Mary Ethel TOWGOOD / Mary Ethel / 1873-1969 / Arthur 
Sebright / 1869-1964
C 20 TOWGOOD Thomas Sebright TOWGOOD / Thomas Sebright / 1906-1994 / 
Vera G. / 1905-1990
C 20 TOWGOOD Vera G. TOWGOOD / Thomas Sebright / 1906-1994 / 
Vera G. / 1905-1990
C 22 LEWIS Alice G. 1883 Mother 1965 / Alice G. LEWIS / Wife Of 
Stanley Lewis
C 22 LEWIS Stanley 1883 Mother 1965 / Alice G. LEWIS / Wife Of 
Stanley Lewis
C 22 LEWIS Jeanne K. Wonderful Mother / Loved by All / Jeanne K. 
TUCKER / nee LEWIS / 1921-2004
C 22 TUCKER Jeanne K. Wonderful Mother / Loved by All / Jeanne K. 
TUCKER / nee LEWIS / 1921-2004
C 23 POTHECARY George Alan In Loving Memory / George Alan / POTHECARY / 
1913-1995
C 25 SMITH Lorin A. C. Lorin A. C. SMITH / Beloved / Mizpah - Kal / 1906-
1982
C 26 SMITH Gwendolen H. Gwendolen H. SMITH / Beloved / Mizpah - Kal / 
1912-1993
C 27 BUTTERWORTH Violet In Loving Memory / Violet BUTTERWORTH / 
1881-1970 / Ever Remembered Ever Loved 
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C 28 BUTTERWORTH John Leonard In Loving Memory Of / John Leonard 
BUTTERWORTH / 1889-1966 / I Know That My 
Redeemer Liveth 
 C 29 BUTTERWORTH Dorothy Doris BUTTERWORTH / Dorothy Doris / Apr 6 1944 - 
Aug 27 1992 / Because I live, you / Also will live.  
John 14 19
C 30 MORASCH Mary Gone Home To Be With The Lord / Mary 
MORASCH / May 25, 1937 - Sept. 10, 2001
D 0 McKINLEY Laure Mary McKINLEY / Laure Mary / Aug. 21, 1917 - Dec. 
20, 2008 / Your Music Lives On
D 1 WHITE Robert John WHITE / Robert John / 1893-1966 / Sweet Be 
Thy Rest
D 2 WHITE Florence 
Constance
WHITE / Florence Constance / 1890-1976 / 
Mother / And He Shall Lead Thy Feet In / As 
Once Thou Leddest His
D 3 WHITE Frederick Robert WHITE / Frederick Robert / 1914-1961 / Peace, 
Perfect Peace
D 4 ALLISON Dorothea In Loving Memory Of / Dorothea ALLISON / Born 
England 1878 / Died 1981 / R.I.P.
D 5 ALLISON Robert In Loving Memory Of / Robert ALLISON / 
(Klondyke 1898, Oyama 1907) / Born Ireland 
1871 Died 1960 / R.I.P.
D 6 ENDERSBY Roy C. In Loving Memory / Roy C. ENDERSBY / 1895-
1950
D 8 REA Alice REA / 1877 Walter 1949 / 1882 Alice 1957 / At 
Rest
D 9 GIBB Albert S. J. In Loving Memory / Albert S. J. / GIBB / 1938-
2002
D 9 GIBB Gertrude Aisne In Loving Memory / Gertrude Aisne / GIBB / 
(REA) / 1914-1995
D 9 GIBB James S. J. In Loving Memory / James S. J. / GIBB / 1913-
1996
D 9 JOHNSON Laura L. In Loving / Memory of / Laura L. JOHNSON / 
(Nee REA) / 1908-1987
D 9 REA Gertrude Aisne In Loving Memory / Gertrude Aisne / GIBB / 
(REA) / 1914-1995
D 9 REA Laura L. In Loving / Memory of / Laura L. JOHNSON / 
(Nee REA) / 1908-1987
D 9 REA Walter REA / 1877 Walter 1949 / 1882 Alice 1957 / At 
Rest
D 10 WILLARD E. Nada [Elizabeth 
Nada]
In Loving Memory of / E. Nada / WILLARD / 1915-
1997 [Oyama Community Cemetery records: 
Elizabeth Nada Williard (sic)]
D 10 WILLARD Leslie E. Leslie E. WILLARD / In Loving Memory / 1906-
1980
D 11 PRICKARD Arthur Gilbert Ryle Arthur Gilbert Ryle / PRICKARD / Clyro Wales 
1875. / Oyama B.C. 1946. / Much Beloved.
D 11 PRICKARD Ethel Ethel PRICKARD / 1885-1970
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D 13 DESPARD Arthur Vandeleur DESPARD / Arthur Vandeleur / 1861-1947 / 
Eternal Light
D 14 ZIMMER Donald Philip Donald Philip / ZIMMER / Sept. 22, 1946 [Oyama 
Community Cemetery records: Donald Philip 
Zimmer (baby)]
D 15 GIBSON George Middleton In Loving Memory of / George Middleton GIBSON 
/ 1881-1950 / At Rest
D 15 GIBSON Grace Grace GIBSON / 1889-1979
D 16 DONNAN Jessie Burton Jessie Burton DONNAN / Blackburn / England / 
1905 / Castlegar / B.C. / 1998 / Another Door Will 
Open
D 17 MILLER Frederick William In Loving Memory of / Frederick William / MILLER 
/ 1864-1951 / At Rest
D 18 McCLURE Gordon Foster McCLURE / Gordon Foster / 1909-1953
D 19 EYLES Derek Jarvis EYLES / Derek Jarvis / 1925-2008 / We Will 
Remember
D 19 EYLES Florence Anne Florence Anne / EYLES / 1888-1984 / 
Remembered
D 20 EYLES Duncan R. Duncan R. EYLES / Private / Royal Flying Corps / 
8 Feb 1957 Age 62 [Oyama Community 
Cemetery records: Duncan R. Eyles born 1895]
D 21 ORAM Harold ORAM / Harold / 1905-1960 / In Loving Memory
D 23 PAGE A. [Albert] J29507 - A/B A. PAGE / 1896-1960 / Royal Navy / 
"Lest We Forget" [BC Vital Stats: Albert Page 
died Oyama 11 February 1960 age 63 years]
D 24 STEWART R. G. [Robert G.] 266168 Pte. R. G. STEWART / 1897-1974 / 
Gordon Highlanders B.E.F. / "Lest We Forget" 
[Oyama Community Cemetery records: Robert G. 
Stewart]
D 27 GINGELL Kenneth I. D. Kenneth I. D. GINGELL / K 42809 Sergeant / 
Westminster Regiment / 1915-1977 / Lest We 
Forget
D 28 GINGELL Maxine Together Forever / Maxine GINGELL / 1927-2004
E 1 HALL Francis T. Francis T. HALL / Loving Husband and Father / 
1909-1962
E 1 HALL Mary E. Mary E. STEWART / (HALL) / In Loving Memory / 
1912-2003
E 1 STEWART Mary E. Mary E. STEWART / (HALL) / In Loving Memory / 
1912-2003
E 2 SCHUSTER Michael In Loving Memory / Michael SCHUSTER / 1910-
1998 
E 4 SCHUSTER Margaret In Loving Memory / Margaret SCHUSTER / (nee 
SPELCHAN) / 1912-1994
E 4 SPELCHAN Margaret In Loving Memory / Margaret SCHUSTER / (nee 
SPELCHAN) / 1912-1994
E 5 SCHUSTER Shirley J. Our Dear / Shirley J. SCHUSTER / Accidentally 
killed Dec. 1, 1960 / Aged 24 Years [Oyama 
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E 6 LOCKWOOD Ida Stephenson Ida Stephenson LOCKWOOD / In Loving Memory 
/ 1893-1984
E 7 LOCKWOOD Sidney S. Sidney S. LOCKWOOD / Sergeant / 13 Battn. 
C.E.F. / 28 Dec. 1958 Age 67 [Oyama 
Community Cemetery records: Stanley S. 
Lockwood born 1891]
E 8 QUINE Bruce Murray Bruce Murray QUINE / 1929-1934
E 8 QUINE Florence Jane Florence Jane / QUINE / 1879-1971
E 9 QUINE Charles W.D. Charles W. D. QUINE / 1901-1978
E 9 QUINE Dorothy W. Dorothy W. QUINE / 1898-1980
E 9 QUINE John D. John D. QUINE / Major / 11 C.M.R. C.E.F. / 1 
Nov. 1957. Age 87 [Oyama Community Cemetery 
records: John Quine born 1870]
E 9 QUINE Verna Murray Verna Murray QUINE / 1897-1994 
E 10 THOMSON Catherine N. Mother / Catherine N. THOMSON / 1880-1957
E 12 NEWTON Sarah Jane In Loving Memory Of / Walter NEWTON / 1869-
1953. / His Beloved Wife / Sarah Jane / 1870-
1965
E 12 NEWTON Walter In Loving Memory of / Walter NEWTON / 1869-
1953. / His Beloved Wife / Sarah Jane / 1870-
1965
E 13 BOWSHER Allison Patrick Allison Patrick / 1909-1992 / Miriam Constance / 
1911-1997 / BOWSHER
E 13 BOWSHER Miriam Constance Allison Patrick / 1909-1992 / Miriam Constance / 
1911-1997 / BOWSHER
E 14 BOWSHER Dorothy Marian Dorothy Marian / BOWSHER / Oct. 7, 1911 - May 
26, 1987
E 14 BOWSHER Frederick H. Frederick H. BOWSHER / 1879-1954
E 14 BOWSHER Hessie A. S. Hessie A. S. BOWSHER / 1879-1980
E 16 EVANS Ethel Adeline In Loving Memory Of / Ethel Adeline EVANS / 
1886-1953
E 17 EVANS Arthur Abbott Arthur Abbott / EVANS / 1873-1959
E 18 STODDART Henry N. Commander / Henry N. STODDART / R.N. / 1890-
1954








Thomas David Capt. Thomas David / SHAW-MacLAREN / 1883-
1957 / 8th Black Watch 
E 22 CRANSTON Martha M. Martha M. CRANSTON / 1896-1980 
E 22 CRANSTON William William CRANSTON / 1891-1975
E 22 MOUNTFORD May Transcribed by KDGS c1986 as: May 
MOUNTFORD / 1879-1975. No marker exists in 
2012. [BC Vital Stats: Louie May Mountford died 
Kelowna 30 August 1975 age 96 years]
E 23 LETT Adam Ralph LETT / Adam Ralph / 1888-1960 / Anglican Priest 
/ Florence May / 1890-1973
E 23 LETT Florence May LETT / Adam Ralph / 1888-1960 / Anglican Priest 
/ Florence May / 1890-1973
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E 24 GINGELL Ethel Cecilia [KDGS c1986 referred to Ethel Cecelia as wife of 
Ernest W. Gingell but there was no transcription 
for her.] [BC Vital Stats: Ethel Cecilia Gingell died 
Vernon 28 September 1963 age 80 years] 
E 25 GINGELL Ernest W. Ernest W. GINGELL / 1884-1960 / 3rd Battn., 
Dorset Regt. 
E 28 WYNNE Phyllis Everitt Phyllis Everitt WYNNE / 1881-1962
E 29 WYNNE Eveline Elizabeth WYNNE / Philip / Kendrick / 1911-1988 / Eveline / 
Elizabeth / 1911-2009
E 29 WYNNE Philip Kendrick WYNNE / Philip / Kendrick / 1911-1988 / Eveline / 
Elizabeth / 1911-2009
F 2 CLIFFE Frances H. Frances H. Cliffe / July 27, /1884 - Dec.30, /1967 
/ In / Loving / Memory 
F 4 KENNEY Arthur Stanley KENNEY / Arthur Stanley / 1913-1986 / In Loving 
Memory / [Canadian Legion Insignia] 
F 4 PATTERSON John Franklin PATTERSON / 1883 John Franklin 1966 / 1886 
Eleanor Gladys 1978 / At Rest
F 5 PATTERSON Eleanor Gladys PATTERSON / 1883 John Franklin 1966 / 1886 
Eleanor Gladys 1978 / At Rest 
F 6 CLARIDGE Anna CLARIDGE / Anna / 1884-1967 / William / 1885-
1980
F 7 CLARIDGE William CLARIDGE / 1884 Anna 1967 / 1885 William 
1980
F 8 HUGHES Arthur R. In Loving Memory of / Arthur R. HUGHES / 1910-
1994
F 8 HUGHES Nora J. In Loving Memory of / Nora J. HUGHES / 1905-
1988 
F 9 REMSBERY Lawrence Brett REMSBERY / Lawrence Brett / 1935-2009 / Rest 
in Peace
F 9 REMSBERY Leslie Earl REMSBERY / Leslie Earl / 1949-2008 / In Loving 
Memory
F 9 REMSBERY S. L. [Sidney 
Lawrence]
K70501 L/CPL. S. L. REMSBERY / 1907-1966 / 
R.C.O.C. / "Lest We Forget" [BC Vital Stats: 
Sidney Lawrence Remsbery died Vernon 15 May 
1966 age 58 years]
F 9a REMSBERY Ethel Lucy  In Loving / Memory / Ethel Lucy REMSBERY / 
1914-1995
F 10 PATTULLO Dorothy In Loving Memory / PATTULLO / Dorothy / 1905 
Mom 1975 
F 10 PATTULLO Gordon In Loving Memory / PATTULLO / Gordon / 1896-
1993
F 12 HAYWARD Ella HAYWARD / William /   / Ella / 1874-1965
F 13 HAYWARD William HAYWARD / William /   / Ella / 1874-1965
F 14 TOWNSEND Charles S. Our Loving Husband & Father / Charles S. / 
TOWNSEND / 1890-1970 / In Our Hearts We 
Keep Sweet Memories
F 15 TOWNSEND Maud A Loving Wife & Mother / Maud / TOWNSEND / 
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F 16 SYKES Edith Mary In Loving Memory Of / Edith Mary SYKES / 1904-
1970
F 17 BAKKER Johannes The Lord Is My Shepherd / Johannes BAKKER / 
1928-1981
F 19 DAVIES Timothy Llewelyn In Loving Memory Of / Timothy Llewelyn DAVIES 
/ 1921-1965 / Lieut. Comdr. R.N.
 F 20 CAMPBELL Charles H. CAMPBELL / In Loving Memory / Charles H. / 
1902-1987 / Ivy I. / 1902-1990
F 20 CAMPBELL Ivy I. CAMPBELL / In Loving Memory / Charles H. / 
1902-1987 / Ivy I. / 1902-1990
F 21 SOICH Gwynet Gwynet SOICH / Nov. 1888 - Sept. 1964
F 22 LEWIS Maxine LEWIS / Frank / Aged 74 / Maxine / Aged 58 / In 
Loving Memory [BC Vital Stats: Frank Lewis died 
Vernon 23 August 1964 age 73; Maxine Vera 
Lewis died Oyama 21 March 1965 age 58 years]
F 23 LEWIS Frank LEWIS / Frank / Aged 74 / Maxine / Aged 58 / In 
Loving Memory [BC Vital Stats: Frank Lewis died 
Vernon 23 August 1964 age 73; Maxine Vera 
Lewis died Oyama 21 March 1965 age 58 years]
F 24 HANCOCK Alma Rose Alma Rose / HANCOCK / 1915-1973
F 25 BROWN Robert Alfred Robert Alfred BROWN / Bombardier / 1st 
Canadian Survey Regt., R.C.A. / 14th December 
1963. Aged 62 [Oyama Community Cemetery 
records: Robert Alfred Brown born 1901]
F 26 SCHAUWECKER Gertrude Ann SCHAUWECKER / 1906 Gertrude Ann 1984 / 
Our Loved One / Gertrude Ann Schauwecker
F 27 SCHAUWECKER Lawrence Henry SCHAUWECKER / 1903 Lawrence 1973 / Our 
Loved One / Lawrence Henry Schauwecker
G 3 STERLING Scot Donald Beloved Son & Brother / Scot Donald / 
STERLING / 1964-1981 / Loved By All Who Knew 
Him
G 4 MONTGOMERY Jean In Loving Memory of / Gary / 1943-2005 / Stewart 
/ 1910-1986 / Jean / 1920-1990 / 
MONTGOMERY
G 4 MONTGOMERY Stewart In Loving Memory of / Gary / 1943-2005 / Stewart 
/ 1910-1986 / Jean / 1920-1990 / 
MONTGOMERY
G 5 MONTGOMERY Gary In Loving Memory of / Gary / 1943-2005 / Stewart 
/ 1910-1986 / Jean / 1920-1990 / 
MONTGOMERY
G 8 COCHRANE Stewart COCHRANE / Stewart / 1947-2011
G 9 BENJAMIN Martha Martha BENJAMIN / In Loving Memory / 1920-
1977 
G 11 BIRKER Werner BIRKER / Franziska / 1897-1981 / Werner / 1893-
1976 / Ruhe Sanft
G 12 BIRKER Franziska BIRKER / Franziska / 1897-1981 / Werner / 1893-
1976 / Ruhe Sanft
G 13 HOFF Anna Anna HOFF / 1919-1981 / In Loving Memory   
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G 14 SHUMAY Dymtro Dan Dymtro Dan / SHUMAY / Loving Husband Father 
Grandfather / 1923-2004
G 14 SHUMAY Jeffrey John Jeffrey John / SHUMAY / 1962-1985 / In Loving 
Memory
G 16 ALLIN Arthur ALLIN / Loving Husband & Father / Arthur / 1913-
1985
G 18 MIDDLETON Eva B. Eva B. MIDDLETON / In Loving Memory / 1904-
1982
G 19 MIDDLETON Morrice Smith In Loving Memory Of / Morrice Smith 
MIDDLETON / 1884-1950 / Horticulturist 
Throughout British Columbia / 1914-1949 / Life's 
Work Well Done
G 20 GRAHAM Gladys Dorothy 
Garnons 
In Memory / of / James Stewart GRAHAM / 
January 6, 1892 - July 6, 1983 / and His Wife / 
Gladys Dorothy Garnons (WILLIAMS) / GRAHAM 
/ June 16, 1900 - August 24, 1975
G 20 WILLIAMS Gladys Dorothy 
Garnons 
In Memory / of / James Stewart GRAHAM / 
January 6, 1892 - July 6, 1983 / and His Wife / 
Gladys Dorothy Garnons (WILLIAMS) / GRAHAM 
/ June 16, 1900 - August 24, 1975
G 21 GRAHAM James Stewart In Memory / of / James Stewart GRAHAM / 
January 6, 1892 - July 6, 1983 / and His Wife / 
Gladys Dorothy Garnons (WILLIAMS) / GRAHAM 
/ June 16, 1900 - August 24, 1975
G 25 FIELD Anita L. In Loving Memory / Anita L. FIELD /  July 8, 1935 - 
March 8, 1986
G 26 SCHAUWECKER Theodore L. Gone But Not Forgotten / Theodore L. 
SCHAUWECKER / 1941-1979 / "I Did It My Way" 
/ Teddy Bear
H 6 BEALE Tara Dale BEALE / Beloved Wife & Mother / Tara Dale / 
May 11, 1970 - May 10, 1997 / Always in Our 
Hearts
H 7 WEBB Margaret WEBB / Margaret / 1928-1996 / Together Forever 
[Royal Canadian Legion Insignia]
H 8 MITCHELL Leslie S. MITCHELL / Mary / 1919-1992 / W.A.A.F. / 
R.A.F. / Leslie S. / 1922-1995 / R.C.A.F. / Forever 
In Our Thoughts 
H 8 MITCHELL Mary MITCHELL / Mary / 1919-1992 / W.A.A.F. / 
R.A.F. / Leslie S. / 1922-1995 / R.C.A.F. / Forever 
In Our Thoughts 
H 9 BUNBURY Charles BUNBURY / Charles / 1917-1987 / Virginia 
BUNBURY / 1922-2000
H 9 BUNBURY Virginia BUNBURY / Charles / 1917-1987 / Virginia 
BUNBURY / 1922-2000
H 10 FRIESEN Elsie In Loving Memory / Elsie / FRIESEN / 1955-1989
H 10 HENNINGS Eduard Never Will Your / Memory Fade / Eduard 
HENNINGS / 1949-2000
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H 10 HENNINGS Herta H. Herta H. / HENNINGS / 1916-2006 / In Loving 
Memory
H 10 HENNINGS Jurgen Jurgen / 1946-1996 / & Levon Louis / 1991-1996 / 
HENNINGS / Together Forever
H 10 HENNINGS Levon Louis Jurgen / 1946-1996 / & Levon Louis / 1991-1996 / 
HENNINGS / Together Forever
H 10 HENNINGS Reimer (Ray) In Loving Memory of / Reimer / "Ray" / 
HENNINGS / 1937-1998
H 10 HENNINGS Susan Susan HENNINGS / 1956-1969
H 11 MAYNER Carolee Joan WELLER / (MAYNER) / Carolee Joan / 1961-
1994 / Forever In Our Hearts
H 11 WELLER Carolee Joan WELLER / (MAYNER) / Carolee Joan / 1961-
1994 / Forever In Our Hearts
H 13 HOFF Fredrick L. Fredrick L. HOFF / 1911-1988 / In Loving Memory
H 15 BOESE Sabrina BOESE / Sabrina / 1963-1993 / 1932 Paul ROOK 
1996 / Our Lifelong Friend and Godfather / 
Together Forever
H 15 ROOK Paul BOESE / Sabrina / 1963-1993 / 1932 Paul ROOK 
1996 / Our Lifelong Friend and Godfather / 
Together Forever
H 16 HOLZMAN John C. In Loving Memory Of / John C. HOLZMAN / 1943-
1989 / Gone But Not Forgotten
H 18 HOLZMANN John In Loving Memory of / John HOLZMANN / 
Husband, Father and Grandfather / 1902-1986
H 19 RIMELL Genevieve Lucille Genevieve Lucille / RIMELL / Mother's Love Lives 
Within / Your Heart and Memory / 1931-1991
H 20 INGRAM Hector (Bud) INGRAM / Hector (Bud) / 1925-2001
H 22 HOPFNER STAIT Lois Anne Forever in Our Hearts / HOPFNER STAIT / Lois 
Anne / 1955-1998 / Loving Wife, Mother, 
Daughter / Sister, Teacher and Friend
H 22 STAIT Lois Anne Forever in Our Hearts / HOPFNER STAIT / Lois 
Anne / 1955-1998 / Loving Wife, Mother, 
Daughter / Sister, Teacher and Friend
H 25 TURNER Tommy TURNER / 1922 Tommy 1998 / In God We Trust
H 28 KOESSLER Hermann Hermann / KOESSLER / August 10, 1944 - April 
9, 2006 / "We carry your heart in our hearts for 
eternity" / "Wir tragen dein herz in unsern herzen 
in alle ewigkeit"
I 1 UNGER Rudy UNGER / This is my Father's World / 1933 Rudy 
1998
I 4 WITZKE Randy Randy / WITZKE / 1958-1999 / Rest in Peace
I 5 WITZKE Tierza Tierza / WITZKE / 1932-2001 / Rest in Peace
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I 6 BUEHLER Christian Michael Chris / Christian Michael / BUEHLER / 1950-1999 
/ Thanks for the Memories, Humor & Love / There 
was a little way about you / That was very very 
dear / A little way that always made / Folks glad to 
have you near / That brought a smile of welcome 
/ A sigh when you'd depart / And that little way 
about you / Endeared you to our hearts.
I 8 BARUTA Francis J.  21775 S/Sgt / Francis J. BARUTA / R.C.M.P. / 
January 16, 1940 - February 5, 2001 (RCMP 
Insignia) 
I 10 PANSEGRAU Ferdinand PANSEGRAU / 1935 Ferdinand 2003 / In Loving 
Memory
I 12 KINLAY Norman KINLAY / Florence / 1920-2002 / Norman / 1914-
2002 / The Lord is my Shepherd.
I 13 KINLAY Florence KINLAY / Florence / 1920-2002 / Norman / 1914-
2002 / The Lord is my Shepherd
I 14 POTZAUF Heinrich POTZAUF / Rosalie / 1924-2003 / Heinrich / 1925-  
/ In Loving Memory
I 15 POTZAUF Rosalie POTZAUF / Rosalie / 1924-2003 / Heinrich / 1925-  
/ In Loving Memory
I 18 UNSWORTH Mary UNSWORTH / Mary / 1930-2003 
I 24 McINTYRE G. Lloyd [Gilbert 
Lloyd]
G. Lloyd McINTYRE / December 22, 1927 - April 
26, 2000 [Oyama Community Cemetery records: 
Gilbert Lloyd McIntyre]
J 1 CANDIDA Steve J. CANDIDA / Steve J. / 1986-2004 / In Loving 
Memory
J 13 WONG Doris Irene WONG / Doris Irene / 1929-2007 / "Resting In 
God's Garden"
J 14 KREAMER Brooklyn Anne Our Beloved Daughter / Brooklyn Anne 
KREAMER / September 25, 2001 - December 27, 
2007 / Luke 20:38 / He is a God, Not of the / 
Dead, but of the living / For they are all living / to 
him. / Revelation 21:4 / He will wipe out every / 
tear from their eyes and / death will be no more ... 
/
J 15 CLARIDGE Allan  [Oyama Community Cemetery burial records: 
1924-2011]
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A ALLAN William (Scottie) B 13 1905 1988
ALLIN Arthur G 16 1913 1985
ALLINGHAM Dorothy E. Memorial 
Cairn
1920 2005
ALLINGHAM Evelyn Memorial 
Cairn
1913 1997
ALLINGHAM Frank W. Memorial 
Cairn
1924 2002
ALLINGHAM Neville D. Memorial 
Cairn
1915 1987
ALLINGHAM Ronald John Memorial 
Cairn
1912 1999
ALLINGHAM Walter Gordon Memorial 
Cairn
1914 2005
ALLISON Dorothea D 4 1878 1981
ALLISON Robert D 5 1871 1960
AMYOTTE Carol AA 25 1942 1999
B BAKKER Johannes F 17 1928 1981
BARBER Clifford A 25 1918 1989
BARBER Douglas Robert A 25 1944 2005
BARBER Lillian A 25 1916 1983
BARTLETT Lionel S. Memorial 
Cairn
1917 1989
BARUTA Francis J. I 8 1940 2001
BEALE Tara Dale H 6 1970 1997
BELLERBY Fred B 25 1913 1992
BELLERBY Irene B 25 1912 1990
BENJAMIN Martha G 9 1920 1977
BINGHAM Russell Sinclair C 15 1880 1963
BINGHAM Vera Regina C 14 1887 1985
BIRKER Franziska G 12 1897 1981
BIRKER Werner G 11 1893 1976
BOESE Sabrina H 15 1963 1993
BOWSHER Allison Patrick E 13 1909 1992
BOWSHER Dorothy Marian E 14 1911 1987
BOWSHER Frederick H. E 14 1879 1954
BOWSHER Hessie A. S. E 14 1879 1980
BOWSHER Miriam Constance E 13 1911 1997
BRADSHAW William Thomas A 23 1918 1988
BROSKI Elenore A 6 1924 1992
BROSKI Michael P. A 6 1920 1992
BROSNIKOFF Joyce Elaine AA 9 1937 2002
BROWN Robert Alfred F 25 1901 1963
BRUNETTE Renee Monique AA 19 1970 2005
BUEHLER Christian Michael I 6 1950 1999
BUNBURY Charles H 9 1917 1987
BUNBURY Virginia H 9 1922 2000
BUSCH Edward G. AA 29 1928 1998
BUSCH Hilda Marie AA 29 1927 2000
BUSCH Marie T. AA 29 1919 1986
BUTTERWORTH Dorothy Doris  C 29 1944 1992
BUTTERWORTH Harold B 28 1917 1998
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BUTTERWORTH John Leonard C 28 1889 1966
BUTTERWORTH Marjorie B 27 1914 2003
BUTTERWORTH Violet C 27 1881 1970
C CAMERON Jean Alda A 17 1922 2003
CAMPBELL Charles H.  F 20 1902 1987
CAMPBELL Ivy I. F 20 1902 1990
CANDIDA Steve J. J 1 1986 2004
CHURCHILL G. Evelyn [Grace Evelyn] C 12 1883 1980
CHURCHILL M. Arnold Memorial 
Cairn
1920 2003
CHURCHILL Murray M. C 13 1884 1966
CLARIDGE Allan  J 15 1924 2011
CLARIDGE Anna F 6 1884 1967
CLARIDGE Elsie J 16 1927 2010
CLARIDGE William F 7 1885 1980
CLIFFE Frances H. F 2 1884 1967
COCHRANE Stewart G 8 1947 2011
CRANSTON Martha M. E 22 1896 1980
CRANSTON William E 22 1891 1975
CULLEY Dawson Nicholas AA 11 1954 2002
CULLEY Patricia AA 11 1929 2011
CUMMINS John H. P. A 8 1928 1986
CUMMINS HEMBLING Johanna Magdelena A 7 1887 1981
CUSHING Alan Nelson A 24 1910 1990
D DALE Francis Memorial 
Cairn
1908 1995
DAVIES Timothy Llewelyn F 19 1921 1965
DESPARD Arthur Vandeleur D 13 1861 1947
DESPARD Edith Annie D 12 1864 1944
DEWER Duncan H. A. Memorial 
Cairn
1920 1943
DONNAN Jessie Burton D 16 1905 1998
DOUBININ Marilynn A 29 1941 1983
DUGGAN Donald E. C 7 1909 1973
DUGGAN Marjorie N. C 7 1911 1983
DUNGATE Florence C 17 1895 1970
DUNGATE George C 4 1907 1983
DUNGATE Ivy C 16 1923 1995
DUNGATE Ronald C 16 1919 1995
DUNGATE Sarah Catherine C 4 1909 1994
DUNGATE William C 16 1888 1968
E EISLER Robert B 2 1910 2004
ELLIOT Douglas F. Memorial 
Cairn
1927 1998
ELLIOT George W. Memorial 
Cairn
1958 1973
ELLIOTT James H. B 24 1916 1989
ENDERSBY Roy C. D 6 1895 1950
EVANS Arthur Abbott E 17 1873 1959
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EVANS Ethel Adeline E 16 1886 1953
EYLES Derek Jarvis D 19 1925 2008
EYLES Duncan R. D 20 1895 1957
EYLES Florence Anne D 19 1888 1984
F FIELD Anita L. G 25 1935 1986
FRIESEN Elsie H 10 1955 1989
G GALLACHER Charlie A 34 1921 2004
GIBB Albert S. J. D 9 1938 2002
GIBB Gertrude Aisne D 9 1914 1995
GIBB James S. J. D 9 1913 1996
GIBSON George Middleton D 15 1881 1950
GIBSON Grace D 15 1889 1979
GINGELL Ernest W. E 25 1884 1960
GINGELL Ethel Cecilia E 24 c1883 1963
GINGELL Kenneth I. D. D 27 1915 1977
GINGELL Maxine D 28 1927 2004
GRAHAM Gladys Dorothy Garnons G 20 1900 1975
GRAHAM James Stewart G 21 1892 1983
GRAY Arthur W. C 6 1890 1966
GRAY Ethel May C 5 1895 1989
GREGSON Robert A 29 1916 1981
GRENNIER RANSOM Marjorie Ellen B 16 1922 2009
GRIFFITH Blaine Gillespie C 8 1881 1963
GRIFFITH Edna May C 9 1891 1971
GRIFFITH Gordon Osborne C 8 1912 1990
H HALL Francis T. E 1 1909 1962
HALL Mary E. E 1 1912 2003
HAMMERNESS Lorraine Elva AA 1 1927 2010
HANCOCK Alma Rose F 24 1915 1973
HARMEL Julius B 21 1928 1984
HARRIS Donald D. A 19 1900 1975
HARRIS M. Maud A 19 1905 2000
HAUGEN Candace Leigh A 29 1968 1991
HAYWARD Ella F 12 1874 1965
HAYWARD William F 13
HEDDLE Alice C 3 1895 1977
HEDDLE Dunbar Traill C 3 1897 1964
HEMBLING Johanna Magdelena A 7 1887 1981
HENDERSON John Douglas AA 15 1921 2006
HENNINGS Eduard H 10 1949 2000
HENNINGS Hermann H 10 1910 1996
HENNINGS Herta H. H 10 1916 2006
HENNINGS Jurgen H 10 1946 1996
HENNINGS Levon Louis H 10 1991 1996
HENNINGS Reimer (Ray) H 10 1937 1998
HENNINGS Susan H 10 1956 1969
HEWITT Kenneth William AA 19 1951 2002
HOFF Anna G 13 1919 1981
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HOFF Fredrick L. H 13 1911 1988
HOLLAND Marilynn A 29 1941 1983
HOLLAND Rachel M. C 7 1913 1970
HOLZMAN John C. H 16 1943 1989
HOLZMANN John H 18 1902 1986
HOOPER Ronald Edward B 29 1920 2007
HOPFNER STAIT Lois Anne H 22 1955 1998
HUGHES Arthur R. F 8 1910 1994
HUGHES Nora J. F 8 1905 1988
I INGRAM Hector (Bud) H 20 1925 2001
J JÄCKEL Fritz AA 31 1932 2004
JÄCKEL Heinrich AA 31
JÄCKEL Margarete AA 31 1912 1999
JOHNSON Laura L. D 9 1908 1987
JONES Allan David B 23 1974 1996
K KELLY Marjorie N. C 7 1911 1983
KELLY Rachel M. C 7 1913 1970
KENNEY Arthur Stanley F 4 1913 1986
KINICKI David Michael AA 27 1954 2003
KINICKI Hilda Marie AA 28 1927 2000
KINLAY Florence I 13 1920 2002
KINLAY Norman I 12 1914 2002
KLAWIETER Helmut AA 14 1913 2003
KOESSLER Hermann H 28 1944 2006
KREAMER Brooklyn Anne J 14 2001 2007
KUPKER Karl A 18 1906 1991
L LETT Adam Ralph E 23 1888 1960
LETT Florence May E 23 1890 1973
LEWIS Alice G. C 22 1883 1965
LEWIS Frank F 23 c1891 1964
LEWIS Jeanne K. C 22 1921 2004
LEWIS Maxine F 22 c1907 1965
LEWIS Stanley C 22
LEY David Egerton A 28 1921 1980
LEY Gertrude Mary A 28 1925 1997
LOCKWOOD Ida Stephenson E 6 1893 1984
LOCKWOOD Sidney S. E 7 1891 1958
LOVGREN Elizabeth Ann A 29 1893 1985
M MacINNES Scott A 14 1965 1980
MacINNES Verna Marcia (Sandy) A 14 1930 2005
MAY Mabel (Shirley) B 5 1905 1968
MAY Dudley Stanton B 6 1898 1988
MAYNER Carolee Joan H 11 1961 1994
MAZURAK Joan A 2 1922 1993
MAZURAK Nicholas A 1 1920 1991
MAZURAK Nick A 1 1920 1991
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McCAFFRY Barbara M. Memorial 
Cairn
1939 2006
McCLURE Gordon Foster D 18 1909 1953
McDONAGH Eileen A 13 1904 1986
McDONAGH Myles B 14 1904 1975
McINTYRE G. Lloyd [Gilbert Lloyd] I 24 1927 2000
McKINLEY Laure Mary D 0 1917 2008
McKITTRICK W.F. Fred C 10 1918 2011
McNEIL Donald Colin AA 17 1934 2004
MIDDLETON Eva B. G 18 1904 1982
MIDDLETON Morrice Smith G 19 1884 1950
MILLER Frederick William D 17 1864 1951
MITCHELL Leslie S. H 8 1922 1995
MITCHELL Mary H 8 1919 1992
MOEN Julian B. A 19 1924 1995
MOEN Marion B. A 19 1927 1995
MONROE L. Gordon AA 1 1923 2003
MONROE Lorraine Elva AA 1 1927 2010
MONTGOMERY Gary G 5 1943 2005
MONTGOMERY Jean G 4 1920 1990
MONTGOMERY Stewart G 4 1910 1986
MORASCH Mary C 30 1937 2001
MOUNTFORD May E 22 1879 1975
MURRELL-WRIGHT Gwendolyn A 29 1908 1984
N NAIRNE Gordon Debs AA 2 1919 2001
NAIRNE Millicent Barbara AA 2 1920 1997
NEUFIELD Sara Christine A 26 1981 1981
NEWTON Sarah Jane E 12 1870 1965
NEWTON Walter E 12 1869 1953
O ORAM Harold D 21 1905 1960
P PAGE A. [Albert] D 23 1896 1960
PANSEGRAU Ferdinand I 10 1935 2003
PARKER Emily AA 23 1917 2006
PARKER Gordon AA 23 1916 1999
PATTERSON Eleanor Gladys F 5 1886 1978
PATTERSON John Franklin F 4 1883 1966
PATTULLO Dorothy F 10 1905 1975
PATTULLO Gordon F 10 1896 1993
PETERS Bertha Winnifred (Winnie) C 2 1885 1983
PETERS Robert Francis (Rob) B 1 1907 1964
PETERS Robert John (Jack) C 1 1878 1962
POTHECARY Bertram A 31 1892 1970
POTHECARY Charles J. A 30 1921 2010
POTHECARY Ethelyn E. A 30 1926 2003
POTHECARY George Alan C 23 1913 1995
POTHECARY Harry A 32 1888 1968
POTHECARY Mary Jane A 31 1891 1986
POTZAUF Heinrich I 14 1925
POTZAUF Rosalie I 15 1924 2003
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PRICKARD Arthur Gilbert Ryle D 11 1875 1946
PRICKARD Ethel D 11 1885 1970
Q QUINE Bruce Murray E 8 1929 1934
QUINE Charles W.D. E 9 1901 1978
QUINE Dorothy W. E 9 1898 1980
QUINE Florence Jane E 8 1879 1971
QUINE John D. E 9 1870 1957
QUINE Verna Murray E 9 1897 1994
R RAISTRICK Dolena M. B 17 1914 1984
RALPH Edna Annie B 18 1893 1977
RANSOM Marjorie Ellen B 16 1922 2009
REA Alice D 8 1882 1957
REA Gertrude Aisne D 9 1914 1995
REA Laura L. D 9 1908 1987
REA Walter D 9 1877 1949
REMSBERY Ethel Lucy F 9a 1914 1995
REMSBERY Lawrence Brett F 9 1935 2009
REMSBERY Leslie Earl F 9 1949 2008
REMSBERY S. L. [Sidney Lawrence] F 9 1907 1966
RIMELL Genevieve Lucille H 19 1931 1991
ROOK Paul H 15 1932 1996
RUSSO Geniale Jacob A 5 1970 1989
RUSSO Geno J. A 5 1970 1989
RUSSO John A 5 1946 1989
S SARGENT Francis V. (Sgt) C 0 1913 1968
SCHAUWECKER Gertrude Ann F 26 1906 1984
SCHAUWECKER Lawrence Henry F 27 1903 1973
SCHAUWECKER Theodore L. G 26 1941 1979
SCHUSTER Margaret E 4 1912 1994
SCHUSTER Michael E 2 1910 1998
SCHUSTER Shirley J. E 5 1936 1960
SHAW-MacLAREN Lilian May E 20 1899 1989
SHAW-MacLAREN Thomas David E 21 1883 1957
SHEPPARD Robert M. Memorial 
Cairn
1914 2001
SHUMAY Cynthia Memorial 
Cairn
1953 2006
SHUMAY Dymtro Dan G 14 1923 2004
SHUMAY Jeffrey John G 14 1962 1985
SKINNER Malcolm I. AA 4 1949 2006
SMITH Alexander Beaton B 26 1900 1982
SMITH Colleen Elizabeth A 15 1955 1975
SMITH Donald Scott A 14 1965 1980
SMITH Gwendolen H. C 26 1912 1993
SMITH Lorin A. C. C 25 1906 1982
SMITH Myrtle Beaton B 26 1898 1964
SOICH Gwynet F 21 1988 1964
SONNTAG Robert Walter B 15 1961 1974
SPELCHAN Margaret E 4 1912 1994
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SPROULE Barbara Lynne Memorial 
Cairn
1958 2006
SPROULE Garnet B 8 1925 2008
SPROULE Mabel Edith B 9 1909 1996
SPROULE Walton E. B 8 1897 1972
STAICUE Cynthia Memorial 
Cairn
1953 2006
STAIT Lois Anne H 22 1955 1998
STEPHEN John Forest B 3 1894 1968
STERLING Scot Donald G 3 1964 1981
STEWART Mary E. E 1 1912 2003
STEWART R. G. [Robert G.] D 24 1897 1974
STODDART Eugenie J. E 19 1903 1987
STODDART Henry N. E 18 1890 1954
STRAGA Doreen E. Memorial 
Cairn
1931 2005
STROTHEID Ethel Selma Pearl (Penny) Memorial 
Bench
1918 1983
SYKES Edith Mary F 16 1904 1970
T TAYLOR Richard Harold A 9 1912 1975
THIBODEAU George Joseph AA 16 1941 2004
THOMPSON Shelley Ann C 10 1951 1974
THOMSON Catherine N. E 10 1880 1957
THORLAKSON Mary J. Memorial 
Cairn
1903 1997
THORLAKSON Solvi Memorial 
Cairn
1901 1993
THORPE Grace M. A 3 1913 2006
THORPE Leonard J. A 4 1909 1984
TOWGOOD Arthur Sebright C 19 1869 1964
TOWGOOD Mary Ethel C 20 1873 1969
TOWGOOD Thomas Sebright C 20 1906 1994
TOWGOOD Vera G. C 20 1905 1990
TOWNSEND Charles S. F 14 1890 1970
TOWNSEND Maud F 15 1891 1988
TUCKER Jeanne K. C 22 1921 2004
TURNER Tommy H 25 1922 1998
TYRRELL James Memorial 
Cairn
1901 1981
TYRRELL Minnie Memorial 
Cairn
1905 1999
U UNGER Rudy I 1 1933 1998
UNSWORTH Mary I 18 1930 2003
V VAN BUUREN William (Bill) AA 18 1935 2005
W WEBB Margaret H 7 1928 1996
WELLER Carolee Joan H 11 1961 1994
WHIPPLE Beatrice M. C 8 1902 1982
WHIPPLE Floyd Henry C 10 1896 1979
WHIPPLE Kathleen Emily C 10 1901 1995
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WHIPPLE Walter Leslie C 9 1900 1979
WHITE Florence Constance D 2 1890 1976
WHITE Frederick Robert D 3 1914 1961
WHITE Robert Frederick AA 7 1941 2007
WHITE Robert John D 1 1893 1966
WHITE Sharon Marlene AA 7 1945 2009
WHITE Thomas George AA 24 1927 2005
WILLARD E. Nada [Elizabeth Nada] D 10 1915 1997
WILLARD Leslie E. D 10 1906 1980
WILLIAMS Gladys Dorothy Garnons G 20 1900 1975
WITZKE Randy I 4 1958 1999
WITZKE Tierza I 5 1932 2001
WONG Doris Irene J 13 1929 2007
WONG Gerald Y.T. Memorial 
Cairn
1937 2008
WORMELL Robert Louis B 15 1901 1998
WRENSHALL Charles Martin A 29 1911 1974
WRENSHALL Helen Doreen A 29 1912 1975
WRIGHT Gwendolyn A 29 1908 1984
WYNNE Eveline Elizabeth E 29 1911 2009
WYNNE Philip Kendrick E 29 1911 1988
WYNNE Phyllis Everitt E 28 1881 1962
Y YOUNG Richard Lloyd (Dick) B 19 1909 1995
Z ZIMMER Donald Philip D 14 1946
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